SCRIPT VII
EXT. THE DOCKS – CONTINUOUS
The three people get in their BMW and leave, Rob/Bob is
still standing there, very pale. Karmyn drives the van
over to where he is. He gets in.
INT. SPY VAN – CONTINUOUS
ROB/BOB
So I guess you know now.
KARMYN SUTRA
Yes, we know, don’t worry your
secret is safe with us, and when
I find out who those three are,
they won’t tell anyone either.
ROB/BOB
Thank you, I really appreciate
this.
KARMYN SUTRA
No, thank you.
INT. DARKROOM – 1 HOUR LATER
Karmyn and Madame Leo are hovering over the photographs
waiting for them to develop.
KARMYN SUTRA
A little longer and we’ll have
the little bastard, and they’ll
be sorry they messed with me.
MADAME LEO
Yes, they will.
The photographs slowly come into focus, the faces in the
first three photographs can’t be made out, but in the
fourth picture Aneeda Dylldo’s face is very clear.

KARMYN SUTRA
That little bitch, I’m going to
kick her ass. And it won’t be
at all pleasurable.
MADAME LEO
Damon sure won’t be pleased to
find out that his new girlfriend
is a thief and an attempted
murderess.
Karmyn winks.
KARMYN SUTRA
Don’t worry, I’ll be there to
comfort him. But right now we
need to find this bitch and take
care of her. I looked up her
address, let’s go.

EXT. ANEEDA DYLLDO’S HOME – CONTINUOUS
Karmyn and Madame Leo pull up outside of a nice looking
house in the heart of the city. There’s a Land Rover
with a plate on the front that says DAMON. The front
door is cracked open.
INT. ANEEDA DYLLDO’S HOME - CONTINUOUS
We see a panel of television screens some showing
different angles of Madame Leo and Karmyn outside of the
house. The camera pans the room and Aneeda is not there.
INT. ANEEDA DYLLDO’S HOME – CONTINUOUS
Karmyn and Madame Leo are walking slowly down the hall,
suddenly Aneeda steps out of an adjoining hall with a
knife to Damon’s neck.
ANEEDA DYLLDO
One more step and I’ll slit his
throat.
Karmyn begins to take off her earrings and pulls her Afro
up into a bun.

KARMYN SUTRA
Go ahead, either way you better
stick ya damn self when you’re
done cuz I’m going to kick your
ass.
Damon looks hurt. Aneeda looks thrown off. Karmyn takes
this chance to kick the knife out of her hand. Damon
ducks when the knife moves, hits the floor and rolls out
of the way. Aneeda begins to contort herself around
Karmyn, Karmyn looks confused.
KARMYN SUTRA
What the fuck!?
Karmyn tries to fight against her human restraint, but to
no avail. She grabs Aneeda by the hair and pulls
vigorously. She lunges forward and rolls her weight over
Aneeda. This loosens her grip enough for Karmyn to get
loose; she flips Aneeda over and pins her to the ground,
taking care to avoid getting wrapped up again.
ANEEDA DYLLDO
Get off me! You’re going to pay
for this.
KARMYN SUTRA
Oh, trust me sweetie, you’re
going to be the one that’s
sorry.
Karmyn whips out a coil of latex rope and begins to tie
Aneeda up.
KARMYN SUTRA
Madame Leo, call the police,
tell them to come and get their
trash.
Madame Leo pulls out her cell phone and begins to dial.
Aneeda is still struggling; Karmyn punches Aneeda in the
face and knocks her out. The faint sound of sirens is in
the background getting louder.
EXT. ANEEDA DYLLDO’S HOME - CONTINUOUS

Madame Leo, Damon and Karmyn are giving their reports to
the police.
EXT. ANEEDA DYLLDO’S HOME – 20 MIN LATER
KARMYN SUTRA
Damon you don’t look too good,
it must be the shock, I don’t
think you should be driving, we
can come back and pick up your
car tomorrow.
DAMON
Thanks.
INT. KARMYN’S CAR – CONTINUOUS
The ride in silence for a few minutes.

Then…

DAMON
I can’t believe I fell for her.
I’m glad I saw the light before
it was too late, I came over her
right after work to break up
with Aneeda, right after I told
her an alarm sounded, and she
ran out of the room, I didn’t
know what was going on, when she
came back in she grabbed me and
showed me the knife, I was going
to wrestle it from her, but I
didn’t want to get cut.
KARMYN SUTRA
I definitely agree with the bad
taste part, but it’s not your
fault, you just need a real
woman.
Karmyn winks at Damon.
DAMON
Maybe my luck has changed.

KARMYN SUTRA
Yeah, well try to stay out of
trouble, I’ve had to rescue two
times in less that a week, I may
have to tie you up somewhere.
DAMON
I might like that.
Karmyn drives past a Denny’s.
KARMYN SUTRA
Anyone hungry? A good ass
kicking always works up my
appetite.
DAMON
I’m ravenous. I haven’t eaten
since lunch.
MADAME LEO
I ate already so you can drop me
off.
Damon and Karmyn look at each other and smile.
DAMON
My place or yours?
Karmyn smiles slyly.
KARMYN SUTRA
Mine. Do you like spankings? I
mean pancakes?
DAMON
Yes.
Damon winks.
Madame Leo rolls her eyes and makes gagging noises.
EXT. MADAME LEO’S APT – CONTINUOUS
Karmyn pulls up to Madame Leo’s apartment.
exits the car and leans into the window.

Madame Leo

MADAME LEO
Don’t hurt yourselves…too much.
Damon and Karmyn giggle as Karmyn pulls off.

